Abstract-In rate control, smooth picture quality and smooth buffer occupancy are both important but contrary to each other at a given bit rate. How to get a good tradeoff between them was not devoted much attention previously. To deal with this problem, a theoretical window model is proposed in this paper, in which several adjacent frames grouped as a window are considered together. The smoothness of both picture quality and buffer occupancy can be gracefully achieved by regulating the size of the window. To illustrate the usage of window model, a window-level rate control algorithm cooperated with the traditional -domain rate-distortion model is further introduced. In experiments, we first show how the proposed window model achieves the tradeoff between picture quality smoothness and buffer smoothness, and then demonstrate the significant PSNR improvement, accuracy of bit control and consistency of visual quality of the proposed window-level rate control algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH THE boom of multimedia entertainment, various digital videos from the Internet and digital storage media have been beyond the capacity of transmission and storage. Video coding has become increasingly popular and important. Different video coding standards such as MPEG-1,2,4 [1] , [2] , [5] , H.261,2,3,4 [2] - [5] , and AVS [6] have been promoted for various applications, such as video communications, standard and high definition TV, digital storage and video streaming over Internet.
Rate control plays an important role in video coding for streaming application. It aims to achieve the best perceptual video quality under certain constraints, such as bandwidth, decoding delay, buffer capacity and computational complexity. Rate control is usually classified into constant bit rate (CBR) control and variable bit rate (VBR) control. To maintain a constant short term average bit rate, CBR adopts the uniform bit allocation among different coding units irrespective of individual picture's characteristic, which usually leads to the fluctuation of perceptual video quality and low coding efficiency. On the contrary, VBR is designed to fluctuate its output bit rate according to the varying characteristics of video content in order to achieve consistent video quality in a long term. In VBR, we need to preanalyze video sequence to capture the variation of video content. The target bits will be distributed to various segments, allocating more bits to complex scene and less bits to simple scene. Traditionally, VBR is generally implemented by two-pass or multipass encoding processes, which require long time delay and high computational complexity, and could not be used in real-time encoding.
Typical CBR algorithms include TM5 [7] for MPEG-2, TMN8 for H.263 [8] - [10] and VM8 for MPEG-4 [11] . They all employ the R-D models for QP decision. The key of them is to find the relation between the rate and the distortion, namely rate-distortion (R-D) model, which is the function with respect to quantization parameter (QP). Usually the quantized DCT coefficients are assumed to be Laplacian distribution [13] - [17] . As a result, the classical LOG R-D model can be derived, whose Taylor expansion is usually used as its approximation in linear and quadratic R-D models. For example, in VM8 of MPEG-4 and H.264/AVC reference codec, the quadratic R-D model [12] is employed. In TMN8 and TMN12 of H.263, the MB-level R-D model [10] is used. Besides, in -domain R-D model [18] , the rate is directly represented by the percentage of zero coefficients after quantization. Conventionally, bit allocation should be performed before QP decision for allocating the target bits quota for each frame/MB. Then QP of each frame/MB can be decided according to the R-D model. In TM5 of MPEG-2, the same bits quota is assigned to each GOP, and then frame-level bit allocation is performed according to the anticipated complexity and characteristic of each picture. Such a bit allocation strategy is also used in the rate control [19] - [21] of H.264/AVC. Moreover, the hypothetical reference decoder (HRD) is additionally considered in the bit allocation for further regulating the bits quota of each frame to avoid the buffer overflow and underflow.
For QP decision of H.264/AVC, there is an inherent dilemma when rate control and RDO [24] , [25] are both enabled. The mean absolute distortion (MAD) of each MB/frame should be provided beforehand. However, it is only available after the MB/frame has been coded. Therefore, the predicted MAD is used instead of the actual MAD. When scene changes or high motion occurs, the predicted MAD will be much more different from the actual one. When it is used to calculate QP by the given R-D model, it will result in a big QP variation or significant fluctuations of picture quality. In [26] - [28] , the improvements on the smooth picture quality are achieved by introducing the efficient spatio-temporal MAD prediction. In [29] , a low-pass filter is employed to smooth the distortion of frame encoded for MPEG4 video encoder. In [30] , the authors propose a sequence-based frame-level bit allocation model to track the nonstationary characteristics in the video source. In [31] , the picture quality variation and buffer fluctuation are formulated into an optimization problem to get as smooth as possible picture quality while maintaining smooth buffer. Besides, in JM codec, a series of "bound" and "clip" techniques are provided for controlling picture quality and buffer occupancy.
The methods mentioned previously cannot provide an explicit and analytic way to obtain the smooth picture quality while meeting the buffer constraint. Meanwhile, the complexity of future frames and global statistics is not available before encoding, so the flaw of traditional bit allocation with the assumption of stationary scene cannot be overcome. Furthermore, the existing buffer control mechanism cannot make full use of the available buffer for smoothing picture quality of coded pictures. Therefore, a theoretical model which can tackle the tradeoff between picture quality and buffer occupancy, and efficient bit allocation scheme are expected. In our previous work [32] , a window model was proposed to tackle such a tradeoff, where the effect of buffer constraint is expressed as an exponential formula empirically. However, the theoretical analysis and experiments are not enough. In addition, the tradeoff is not well investigated and validated. The work in this paper is an extension of [32] . This paper proposed a theoretical window model, in which several adjacent frames grouped as a window are considered together. The smoothness of both picture quality and buffer occupancy can be gracefully achieved by regulating window size. In addition, a window-level rate control algorithm cooperating with the -domain R-D model [18] is provided. As the proposed rate control scheme operates on window level, in which the bits quota of a window is determined according to the average bit rate, the traditional bit allocation which performs frame by frame on the predicted complexity of a frame is not required anymore.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate a window model to reflect the relation among window size, QP variation and bits variation. The window-level -domain rate control algorithm is detailed in Section III. Section IV provides the experimental results and discussions. A brief conclusion is given in the last section.
II. WINDOW MODEL
Rate control consists of bit allocation and QP decision. Via considering buffer status in bit allocation, the coded bitstream conforms to both the target bit rate and buffer constraint. Rate control should guarantee a small gap between the target bit rate and the actual coded bit rate, and achieve the average PSNR improvement. On the other hand, the picture quality smoothness and buffer smoothness are also very important in evaluating the efficiency of a rate control algorithm. Generally, the smooth picture quality can give the spectators temporally consistent visual experience, which usually requires two-pass or multipass encoding [32] - [38] . The smooth buffer occupancy makes the fluent transmission and decoding of bitstream under the constraint of the application requirements, or the capacities of transmission channel and decoding devices. In video streaming applications, violating buffer constraint may cause annoying jitter.
In the traditional rate control algorithms, the anticipated complexity and anticipated MAD of future frames are used for bit allocation and QP calculation, respectively [19] , [20] . These methods work well for the low motion object and similar scenes among the adjacent frames. However, they may result in the significant fluctuations of picture quality and buffer occupancy when scene changes or high motion object occurs. In such situations, the abrupt variation of buffer occupancy usually occurs due to big bits fluctuation. To avoid the buffer overflow and underflow, we need to further adjust the bits quota of a frame, which may also arouse the significant deterioration of picture quality. Moreover, in the traditional rate control schemes, there is no theoretical model on how to properly make a good tradeoff between picture quality and buffer occupancy in the encoding process to meet the given requirements.
To tackle the problem mentioned previously, a theoretical window model is proposed, in which the bounds on QP variation and bits variation are considered for efficiently controlling the picture quality smoothness and buffer smoothness. Conventionally, there is usually a big QP variation between frames in the traditional CBR rate control on frame-level. As an alternative, within a given buffer delay, several frames can be grouped together for bit allocation and QP calculation at each time. As a result, the proposed window model should find the optimal relation between the number of the adjacent frames in a window, denoted as , and to keep the good tradeoff between picture quality smoothness and buffer smoothness in rate control. For simplicity, is only used to represent the variation of picture quality under the assumption of a single scene. For the multiple scenes, can be extended according to [33] , [34] . The buffer controlling can be realized by regulating the bits of each frame. Generally, the less the bits variation is, the less the buffer size is. Thus, it is reasonable to use the bits variation to represent buffer fluctuation. The relation between and can be investigated from the Law of Large Numbers (LLN) [41] , [42] , where the number of samples and error bound are corresponding to and , respectively. The classical Chebyshev LLN assumes are random variables independent from each other, and the variances of them are finite, i.e., , . Then, (1) is a constant, and and represent mathematical expectation and variance operators, respectively. Assuming that QP variation conforms to a normal random variable , the QP variation of each frame is a sample from denoted as which are independent from each other. Applying LLN to , converges at . The measure of such convergence can be further explained explicitly by the Center Limit Theory (CLT). CLT assumes are a group of identically distributed random variables, , ,
That is to say, the distribution of converges at a normal variable . From (2), we get (3), shown at the bottom of the page. Obviously, it shows both the convergence and how to converge, where the sample size and error bound correspond to the window size and , respectively.
A. -Model
Suppose the bounds of QP variation and bits variation required in encoding are and , respectively, represented by two Gaussian random variables and . According to CLT, the average of converges at a Gaussian random variable. From (3), we can get (4) Let the right part of (4) equals , the integral limit of (4) is obtained by looking up the standardized normal table [42] . Assuming , replacing by , then therelation can be obtained as (5) where is the minimum window size that conforms to .
B. Model
The relation between and is formulated bymodel. Another criterion can be introduced with the help of model. In our consideration, performing differential operation on the classical model (6) where is the bit rate, is a constant, then we can get the relation between the differential and differential , i.e., . Thus, the bits variation caused by is calculated by (7) where is a model parameter updated for each window, the negative means the inverse relation between and . If does not exceed the given bound of bits variation , the window size from model will be the final decision which conforms to both and ; otherwise, such should be regulated to make sure is less than . Equation (7) is applicable to not only the same basic coding unit but also a group of different basic coding units. With (5) and (7), the window model can be deduced finally in the following subsection.
C. Window Model
Obviously, as small as possible QP variation and bits variation which represent the smooth picture quality and small buffer size/delay, respectively, are preferred. However, they cannot be achieved concurrently due to the contradictions between them. In our consideration, the bounds of QP variation and bits variation and are given as two requirements of encoding. They are contradictory to each other, i.e., the big bits fluctuation will arise generally if a small is required, and vice versa. Thus, the minimum bits fluctuation:
can be calculated as from (7) under given . We first get the minimum window size from model (5). Then if , the window size from model will be the final decision which conforms to both and ; otherwise, such should be regulated to make sure is less than . Conventionally, the video content of a sequence varies along time. Thus, for a window if the smooth QPs are assigned, the larger is, the larger is. Conversely, the smaller is, the smaller is. Therefore, should be decreased if . Using instead of in (7), then we can obtain . Substituting it into (5), the window model is finally derived as if otherwise.
(8a) where the model parameters which and are manually initialized and adaptively updated for each window. From (8) , the window model is built on the tri-parameters . If and are predefined for controlling picture quality smoothness and buffer smoothness, the minimum window size can be obtained from (8) resulting in the minimum encoding delay. Then, the encoding process on the window is implemented so that the encoding results are subject to the given and . Another typical application of window model is to get as smooth as possible picture quality if and are predefined for buffer smoothness and startup delay of encoding. From (5), the QP variation can be expected as if the bits variation bound is not considered. From (7), if bits variation bound is required. Thus, the QP variation is finally deduced from (5) and (7) given and as follow:
From (9), given and , we firstly predict the QP variation from the upper equation of (9) . According to (7), the bits variation corresponding to is . If , then, the final QP variation is decided by the upper equation of (9) . Otherwise, the final QP variation is predicted from the lower equation of (9) .
The large enough buffer is usually offered to VBR applications, so can be set to the total number frames of a sequence. Thus, a constant QP for all frames can be deduced. If only one frame is in a window, the traditional CBR case is considered. In video coding applications, the smoothness of picture quality can be represented by QP smoothness under the assumption of a single scene. As for buffer smoothness, it must be under the constraint of HRD for the conformance of bitstream in H.264/AVC, where the minimum buffer size and initial buffer fullness are provided for the bitstream compressed.
III. WINDOW-LEVEL -DOMAIN RATE CONTROL
The window model is a theoretical model mapping the requirements on picture quality smoothness and buffer smoothness to the window size which can be dynamically regulated in the encoding process. It tells us that the best efficiency subject to these requirements can be obtained in theory. To achieve such efficiency, we should further provide the corresponding rate control algorithm on the proposed window model. In fact, any frame-level R-D model can be employed in the proposed window model. In this paper, we propose an efficient rate control algorithm by employing the -domain R-D model [18] . In -domain model, the percentage of zero coefficients quantized is directly related to the bit rate as . The conventional R-D model defined the relationship between bit rate and QP are named Q-domain model, such as the linear and quadratic R-D models in [7] and [12] . The -domain model can be established immediately after a preanalysis with only 16 16 motion estimation and DCT transform, so the complexity increases slightly when compared to the traditional one-pass encoding. In addition, it is a very simple linear function which is of high accuracy in bit control error [18] , while the Q-domain model has a complex nonlinear behavior, which makes it hard to develop an accurate and robust model in Q-domain. Therefore, the -domain model is chosen for the implementation of proposed window model. Employing -domain model, the preanalysis on a single mode, usually 16 16 inter mode [18] is required. But it is very simple and of low complexity. So the preanalysis is usually applied in the single-pass encoding [18] . Our algorithm is also a single-pass processing, it is with much less complexity comparing with the two-pass processing firstly. Second, the window size in our method usually ranges from 32 to 64, whose delay is about 1 s to 2.5 s. Such a delay is admissible in real-time coding. Third, the window size is under the controlling of buffer constraint and dynamically regulated. According to CAT-LK [40] , the initial encoder delay can be utilized into our proposed window-level processing without additional time delay introduced. While the traditional two-pass method usually performs encoding twice on the whole sequence with the full-complexity operations of encoder. 
A. M-QP Table
Employing -domain model, the relation between and QP (named -QP table) should be provided beforehand, which is usually obtained by a preanalysis process. For building -QP table, the quantization is performed many times for each DCT coefficient to find the minimum QP which can quantize the coefficient into zero. Such processing is usually of high computational complexity. Actually, we can establish a magnitude-QP (M-QP) table beforehand, where any possible magnitude of DCT coefficients is mapped into a minimum QP which can quantize the DCT coefficient to zero. Thus, in the stage of building -QP table, the QP for each coefficient can be obtained immediately by looking up the M-QP table.
The popular transform-based coding standards employ integer DCT, from which the transformed coefficients should be normalized/scaled before quantization due to the nonnormalized scaling from float DCT to integer DCT. For a 4 4 DCT coefficient of H.264/AVC, there are three possible quantized values according to its position in the 4 4 matrix [5] . Thus, we should provide three M-QP tables for each 4 4 DCT coefficients. Given a coefficient , the minimum QP which quantize it into zero can be obtained by Table  step  step  (10) where and , is quantization step which is indexed by QP in conventional coding system, represents the coordinate in MB. is a monotonically increasing function ranging from the minimum QP to the maximum QP. 
C. Window-Level -Domain Rate Control
Assuming target bit rate is , frame rate is , our proposed algorithm is described in detail as follows.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We implemented the proposed window-level -domain rate control algorithm on JM11.0 of H.264/AVC under the conditions: Profile/Level: 100/40, Reference frames: 2, Full search, Search range: 16, RDO on and CABAC, IPPP encoding structure. The following experiments will be arranged into three parts: the first one is for the validation of the proposed window model, and the second one is for exhibiting the coding efficiency of the proposed algorithm and the third one is for encoding time-delay reduction.
A. Validation of Window Model
From discussion in Section II about window model, picture quality smoothness and buffer smoothness are contrary to each other at a given bit rate. In addition, the tradeoff between them can be achieved by the proposed window model (8) . We firstly perform experiments on CIF sequences "Foreman" and "Mobile" to verify the contrary relationship between visual quality smoothness and buffer smoothness. By changing the window size, the algorithm proposed in Section III can achieve different smoothness of visual quality as shown in Fig. 1 , where the larger window is, the smoother visual quality is. However, the corresponding buffer shown in Fig. 2 behaves inversely to visual quality smoothness. The experiments also validate (9) which is an extension of window model (8), i.e., the larger window is, the smoother QP variation, and vice versa.
Second, we compare the proposed algorithm with the state-of-the-art algorithms. JVT-H017r3 [19] , [20] on framelevel and -domain algorithm [18] are implemented to be benchmarks. From Fig. 1 , the proposed algorithm produces much smoother QP/PSNR than benchmarks, especially for window size of 64 and 128, but large buffer fluctuation exists concurrently. In addition, the dramatic buffer fluctuation can be observed at the start of buffer curves in Fig. 2 for benchmarks, due to the bad initial QP for both of them. While the proposed algorithm can produce a good initial QP by importing I frame into R-D model. Most importantly, the buffer smoothness of the proposed algorithm is almost the same as those of benchmarks as window size is not bigger than 64. That means the proposed algorithm can achieves much better visual quality than the benchmarks under the same buffer resource. In Fig. 2 , The experiments with adaptive window size are further performed on CIF sequences "Foreman," "Mobile," and "Linker" ("Linker" consists of five standard CIF sequences "Foreman," "Football," "Tennis," "News," and "Silent" in order, 1300 frames in total) to show the good tradeoff between visual quality smoothness and buffer smoothness. Such tradeoff is achieved by choosing a proper window size derived from the proposed window model (8) . In Section III, is used in window model instead of buffer capacity because it can be easily imported by considering R-Q model. However the buffer usage can be easily detected during the actual encoding process, so the buffer constraint is taken as a requirement instead of bits fluctuation cooperating with in the following experiments. The experiments conditions are as follows: ranges from 16 to 80 and is initialized to 16, QP variation bound , and buffer constraint is in the column labeled "Buffer delay" in Table II .
The experimental results are listed in Table II , where the larger the buffer is, the larger the percentage of large windows is, accordingly the less QP variation represented by its standard deviation (STD) is. Taking "Linker" as an example, the largest number of windows chooses the largest window size of 80 given the largest buffer delay of 0.8 s, and QP varies least at the same time among all cases. We also notice that buffer overflows if too small buffer delay is considered, such as 0.18 s delay for "Foreman" and "Mobile," due to the restriction of minimum window size of 16 in our simulating system. Such observation accords with window model. In addition, the adaptive window size is achieved by choosing the window sizes as Step.8 of Table I , where and are updated with the bit used and QP used after coding each window. Then a new window size can be deduced from (8) . The bit used is also used to update current buffer fullness for further clipping window size. If the current buffer is at a high-risk of overflow, the less window size than the previous one is chosen. Conversely, if buffer drops to a low level, we will retrieve the previous window size to make full use of buffer resource for smooth visual quality. Furthermore the R-D performance tends to decrease when more windows chose large size. The reason is that the uniform quantization on multiple scenes with much different complexity will degrade the overall R-D performance, which will be discussed in detail in the next subsection. Therefore, the typical window size ranging from 32 to 64 is recommended in our algorithm. At such time interval of a window, the single scene is assumed in our consideration.
In addition, the tradeoff between visual quality and buffer constraint is explained visually by the use of frame PSNR curve of "Mobile" in Fig. 3 , where the segments shadowed (marked by " ") show the obvious visual quality improvements when the buffer delay increases. The window sizes are initialized to 16 for all cases, and then they are updated dynamically after encoding each window.
B. Performance of the Proposed Rate Control Algorithm
The comparisons are performed between the proposed window-level algorithm and three benchmark algorithms, including the traditional one (JVT-H017r3) [20] , -domain [18] and Kamaci's algorithm [43] - [45] . Table III summarizes the TABLE III  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR ALL TESTING ALGORITHMS IN TERMS OF BIT CONTRL ERROR AND PSNR GAIN experimental results, where the proposed algorithm achieves an average of 0.62 dB, 0.15 dB, and 0.1 dB PSNR gain on QCIF, CIF and HD sequences, respectively, over the traditional one. The largest PSNR gain can be up to 1.52 dB on "Akiyo" (CIF). The R-D curves are drawn in Fig. 4 , where the traditional algorithm on MB level is better than the one on frame-level in terms of PSNR gain. Thus, we just consider the traditional algorithm on frame-level in the following comparisons. From   Fig. 4 , the coding efficiency of -domain algorithm is inferior to other three algorithms. Kamaci's algorithm can achieve the R-D performance comparable to that of the proposed algorithm on "Foreman (QCIF)," "Night," and "Harbour," but there is obvious lost on the other sequences. In Table III , the row labeled "Average" represents absolute error of bit control and PSNR improvement averagely. All testing algorithms are with bit control error less than 0.33%. The proposed algorithm is better than others on HD and CIF sequences with only 0.05% bit control error, but little worse than Kamaci's algorithm on QCIF sequence. Table IV . In the medium and high bit rate, the significantly smooth PSNR curves can be observed for the proposed algorithm from Fig. 5(b) and (d) . And also, the least PSNR STD for the proposed algorithm can be observed from Table IV. The proposed algorithm performs much better than the traditional one in the circumstance of frequent scene change. The comparative experiments of them are performed on a concatenated sequence combined by the first 32 frames of seven CIF sequences ("Foreman," "Football," "Mobile," "Silent," "Stefan," "Bus," and "News"). The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 , where the frame QP/PSNR variation of the proposed algorithm with window size of 32 is much less than that of traditional one. As window size increases further, the smoother QP/PSNR can be observed. For traditional algorithm, the QP variation may overreact if scene changes significantly. But the proposed algorithm shows a robust performance in controlling picture quality smoothness for multiple scenes. Noted that the smooth QP/PSNR is for each window, but there are obvious QP variations between far from windows. The reason is that the bits quota is allocated averagely to each TABLE IV VARIATION OF FRAME QP/PSNR FOR ALL TEST ALGORITHMS window at a window-level CBR mode, but the video content of windows is much different from each other. For VBR encoding or enough buffer capacity/delay, the consistent visual quality on sequence-level can be achieved by choosing window size to the length of sequence. From Fig. 6(c) , the R-D performance of the proposed algorithm is up to 1.0 dB higher than that of traditional one when the window size of 32 is selected, but it is less than that of traditional one if the window size is beyond 64. The reason is that the PSNR improvement of simple scene is more than that of complex scene with the same bits increased. Therefore, the more PSNR gain can be obtained if the more bits are assigned to simple scenes. At least the same bits should be allocated to each scene for R-D performance. But in the proposed algorithm, all frames in a window share the bits budget without limitation on an individual frame; meanwhile, as smooth as possible QPs are for all frames in a window. So, actually, more bits are consumed by complex frames. Thus, the R-D performance is compromised for large window. But the much smooth visual quality is obtained for them.
The complexity should be considered for applying a rate control algorithm to the real-time video coding systems. In the proposed algorithm, the preanalysis for establishing -QP tables is required. But the additional complexity is slightly increased from both complexity analysis and experiments as follows. Only 16 16 block ME and 4 4 integer DCT transform are performed for P/B frame in preanalysis. The fast ME at integerpixel with only one reference (B uses one forward reference) is employed in this stage, and SAD is used to select the best MV. For I frame, only 4 4 Intra predictions with few directions (such as horizontal, vertical and diagonal) are compared to select a best one with smallest SAD. The complexity of fast ME is about 10% of the total complexity for P frame encoding with one reference frame [46] , and DCT complexity is negligible [46] . Thus, the complexity of preanalysis is very little in the proposed algorithm. From the time statistic of software implementation under the conditions aforementioned, the time of preanalysis is about 4%-7% of the total encoding time as fast ME is enabled, and less than 4% as full ME is enabled. In addition, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is only 1.8%-2.1% higher than that of traditional one. Kamaci's algorithm is comparable to the traditional one in the aspect of complexity. The complexity of -domain is over 20% higher than other three methods due to complex control of MB-level and preanalysis. However, the startup delay is required to preanalyzing a window for the proposed algorithm. We estimate such delay by the proportion of time consuming for preanalysis to total encoding time. Due to about 4%-7% additional time consuming for preanalysis, the startup delay of preanalyzing a window of 32 frames is just corresponding to the encoding time of 1.28-2.24, i.e., frames. It is worthwhile to achieve smooth visual quality with the cost of such a delay. In addition, such a delay can be further reduced or eliminated by introduce multiple threads processing because the process of preanalysis is independent to final encoding. Even MV information of preanalysis can be reused in the final encoding process.
C. Reducing Startup Delay of the Proposed Algorithm
Given and , the quality smoothness can be expected by the extension of window model (9) . From (9), the larger is, the smoother the picture quality is. However, the larger means the larger startup delay and buffer delay. In addition, the video content may vary notably between windows, so the significant QP/PSNR fluctuation between windows inherently exists for CBR encoding.
For a smooth transition of picture quality between windows and reducing startup delay and buffer delay, we further introduce sliding-window which is composed of parts of frames from the last coded window and parts of frames for forthcoming coding. Firstly, the startup delay of sliding window is less than that of window which only consists of the forthcoming frames, because only the forthcoming frames need to be preanalyzed in sliding window. Second, the size of sliding window is larger than that of window with only forthcoming frames, so smoother QP can be achieved according to window model (9) . Third, there may be significant change of video content between two neighboring windows, which will results in large QP difference across windows. It can be eliminated by sliding-window as the frames involved are processed in a same window.
The comparative experiments are performed with the proposed window and sliding-window algorithms. The size of sliding-window equals 64, including 32 frames previously coded and 32 forthcoming frames The experimental results shown in Fig. 7 exhibit sliding-window method is better than window method with window size of 32, but little worse than window method with window size of 64 from the aspect of quality smoothness. Meanwhile, they have the comparable R-D performance from Fig. 7(c) .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we firstly propose a theoretical model to show the relations among window size, QP variation and bits variation. Then, a window-level -domain rate control algorithm incorporating the window model into the traditional -domain rate control is introduced. In our proposed rate control algorithm, the picture quality and buffer, which are the two key criteria in rate control, are controllable in theory and practical applications by selecting the proper window size. Furthermore, if the window size and buffer constraint are given, as smooth as possible picture quality can be obtained. As the proposed rate control algorithm operates on window level, in which the bits quota of a window is allocated according to the average bit rate, the traditional bit allocation on frame level is not necessary anymore. Besides, the window-level rate control using sliding window is also introduced to reduce the time-delay of encoder, and smooth the picture quality variation between windows. The future work will be done by introducing a new criterion for the smoothness of picture quality and buffer occupancy. On the other hand, the picture quality under the assumption of multiple scenes needs to be studied further.
